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SYNOPSIS

In a world increasingly dominated
by humans, three teams of wildlife
conservationists go to extraordinary
and seemingly unnatural lengths to try
to save three threatened species in the
American heartland.
Stunningly photographed in the Grand
Canyon and on the American prairie,
“The Nature Makers” follows rugged
biologists who’ve deployed helicopters,
giant bulldozers and a host of human
tools to defend wild nature. In the
21st century, defending the wild
often requires, quite paradoxically,
technology and aggressive human
intervention.

“The Nature Makers”
is a moving portrait of
passionate people and
the extraordinary
creatures they’re fighting
to preserve.
It’s the story of how we found
ourselves on the brink of losing so
much of the natural world around us.
And, in a time of dire environmental
warnings, it charts an optimistic,
though unmistakably challenging,
path forward.
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE
Over the past few years I’ve frequently found myself,
when some variation of the debate around the
environment came up, having more or less the same,
often heated, conversation. “The Earth is so big,” I was
told, repeatedly and with conviction, “and humans so
small, that we humans can’t possibly be having much of an
impact on the planet.” That idea just seemed wrong to me,
so with “The Nature Makers” I set out to make a film that
took the other side of that argument.
I’m a city boy, born and raised, and I’ve lived the bulk of
my life in either New York or Los Angeles. For me, nature
was always the thing that happened beyond the city
limits, where there was plenty of room for all things wild.
Sure, I knew about pollution and how rapidly we humans
are expanding our control over the world, but it simply
never occurred to me that nature itself could actually be
under some kind of seriously existential pressure.
That is, until I began making this film.
The usual strategy for a film about environmental issues
is, quite logically, to show scenes of destructive human
impacts, but my idea was to turn that approach on its
head. Rather than dwelling on how humans are degrading
natural systems, I wanted to focus on the extraordinary
effort it now takes to keep threatened species and natural
habitats from vanishing under the pressure of relentless
human expansion into once wild areas.
The film follows three teams of conservation biologists,
all in the American heartland, working to keep important
species from vanishing. Traditionally, conservation
has been a practice where land is set aside for human
recreation, and to give wildlife a bit of room to live. But
in the 21st Century, conservation has begun to require
active, unconventional, and even aggressive interventions
in natural systems. To save each species, these teams
employ techniques that at first glance seem anything but
environmentally friendly. As one biologist says in the film,
“This is extreme conservation.”
These biologists work heroically, and pretty much
thanklessly, often in remote and physically
challenging environments, but their efforts are actually
paying off. Their work shows that humans can indeed

have a profound impact on natural systems,
not all of it destructive. Aggressive human
intervention can be restorative, though
admittedly success is almost always tentative
and fragile.
Welcome to conservation in the age of humans.
In the end, I hope this film provokes the
audience to reexamine their preconceived ideas
about humanity’s relationship with the natural
world. Making this film certainly caused me to
reexamine mine.
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SKY
On the Platte River in Nebraska, dams and agriculture have so changed the landscape that a team
of biologists led by Brice Krohn now must scour the river with heavy machinery to perform, with
technology, the functions that used to be carried out naturally by spring floods. Without that work, the
river landscape that has supported the magnificent Sandhill Crane migration for hundreds of thousands
of years would disappear.
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WATER
In the American West, dams
and intentional poisoning
campaigns have driven an
important native fish, the
humpback chub, to near
extinction. Now, deep in the
Grand Canyon, a team of
biologists led by Brian Healy
loads the endangered chub
into barrels and flies them by
helicopter into remote
tributaries of the Colorado
River. It’s a last-ditch effort to
repopulate the fish into their
native streams before the
species disappears forever.
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LAND
In Colorado and South Dakota, decades of organized poisonings and intensive land development
have reduced the ecologically pivotal prairie dog to between 1-5% of their original numbers.
When alerted to an endangered colony, a team led by Lindsey Sterling Krank uses construction
equipment and industrial tubing to build artificial burrows for prairie dogs they’ve rescued from a
gruesome death by poison.
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Scott Saunders

has directed, co-written, and
co-produced three feature films
and over 20 shorts.
“The Nature Makers” is his first
documentary. His third
feature, The Technical Writer,
premiered in competition at the
Sundance Film Festival. Scott was
named one of Variety’s 10 Digital
Video Directors to Watch.
He is also a Creative Capital fellow
and the recipient of the Someone
to Watch Award at the Independent
Spirit Awards.

Oktay Ortabasi

is a Director of Photography who specializes in narrative features and documentaries,
and has worked with a variety of television production companies. The primary focus of
his documentary work is on wildlife, the environment and sustainability. His projects include A Moment in the Sun, On The Wings of the Monarch, Backyard Bugs, Connections
to the Land and In Search of the Pantanal.
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Production Team
Directed by Scott Saunders
Director of Photography – Oktay Ortabasi
Produced by Scott Saunders, Oktay Ortabasi, Tatiana Detlofson
Written by Scott Saunders
Edited by Scott Saunders
Original Score – David Mann
Music by Ben Sollee
Sound Design – Jan Bezouska and Peter Bawiec
Associate Producer - Gerald Butters
Motion and Print Design – Azin Shama
Foley Recorded at Soundsquare Prague
Mixed at Smart Post Sound, Burbank

Featured and Supporting Organizations
The Crane Trust
The Prairie Dog Coalition of the Humane Society of the United States
The National Park Service
The Grand Canyon Conservancy
Hollywood, Health & Society, a program of the USC Annenberg Norman Lear Center
The Institute for Advanced Sustainability Studies, Potsdam, Germany

Publicist

MEDIAPLAN PR
tatiana@mediaplanpr.com
310-663-3465

Producer/Director

Scott Saunders
scott@thenaturemakers.com
646-298-5257

Running time: 70 minutes | Ratio: 1:85 | Sound: 5.1 | Format: DCP | Language: English
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